A Case Study of High-Resolution WRF
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Introduction

Results
10m Wind Speed Skill

My work focuses on the impact of
planetary boundary layer (PBL)
paramaterization
schemes
on
forecasting
for
wind
energy
production.

PBL:
ME [m/s]
RMSE [m/s]
Correlation

YSU
0.12
1.746
0.845

MYJ
0.619
1.883
0.866

QNSE
0.156
1.837
0.842

MYNN
-0.12
1.619
0.861

ACM2
-0.157
1.667
0.858

Table 1: 10m wind speed skill scores for September 2018,
average for all weather stations in ﬁg. 1. Mean Error (ME),
RMSE and correlation. Best scores highlighted in bold.

- MYNN performs best for RMSE of 10m wind speed,
table 1. YSU and MYNN both have lowest mean error.

Paramaterization
schemes
are
used to represent atmopheric
processes which are not explicitly
resolved by forecast models.

Figure 2: Average diurnal 10m wind speed at
Gurteen for September 2018.

- MYNN replicates the observed diurnal ﬂuctuation of
10m wind speed best at Gurteen, ﬁg. 2.

PBL schemes have been found to
have a signiﬁcant impact on the
prediction of hub-height winds
[1,2,3].

Wind Energy Case Study: 17/09/2018
- Capacity factor based on Average Outturn
Availiability (AOA) data at Mount Lucas is
compared to forecasted capacity factor, ﬁg. 3.

In this study 5 PBL schemes are
tested using the Weather Research
and Forecasting (WRF) model.

- WRF nearest grid point to wind farm hub height
(100m) chosen and put through generic OFGEM
power curve.

Data & Methods
Figure 3: WRF forecasted AOA at Mount Lucas for
each PBL scheme on 17/09/2018. AOA-based
capacity factor in black.

- ACM2 scheme does not overestimate early morning ramp (8am) like the others, ﬁg. 3.
- ACM2 performs best for all skill scores, table 2.
Figure 4: UK Met Oﬃce surface pressure chart
for 12UTC on 17/09/2018

YSU
PBL:
-0.03
ME [CF]
RMSE [CF] 0.230
Correlation 0.742
Figure 1: Locations used for
analysis. Weather stations ( ) and
Mount Lucas wind farm ( ).

- NWP Model setup:
GFS (0.25°)
WRF ver. 4.0 [4].
- 2.25km and 750m resoluiton
- Double/triple nested.
- 51 vertical levels.
- PBL Schemes approximate the
inﬂuence of surface processes on
variables such as wind and
temperature.
- Observations: Hourly weather
observations from Met Éireann are
used to validate forecasts of 10m
wind speed. Wind farm output at
Mount Lucas, taken from SEM-O,
are also analysed.

QNSE MYNN
MYJ
-0.085 -0.099 -0.040
0.252 0.269 0.220
0.712 0.671 0.769

ACM2
-0.003
0.224
0.846

Table 3: Skill scores for capacity factor for
each PBL scheme based on capacity factor on
17/09/2018. Best score in bold.

- 750m resolution using MYNN PBL scheme compared to
2.25km case, ﬁg. 5.
- The higher resolution forecast produces small improvements in ME, RMSE and correlation compared to its
equivalent 2.25km forecast.
Figure 5: WRF forecasts of Capacity Factor at

Conclusions
-

Mount Lucas for 750m (cyan) and 2.25km (red),
using MYNN2.5 PBL scheme. AOA-based capacity
factor in black.

MYNN scheme performs best for 10m wind speed.
ACM2 scheme performs best in terms of wind generation forecasting on 17th September 2018.
Best performing PBL scheme for 10m wind not necessarily best at hub-height.
The 750m WRF forecast oﬀered some slight improvement over coarser resolution forecast in this
case.

- Will study wind power forecasts over extended period to determine if ACM2 is consistently the
best.
- Future research to investigate the dynamic selection of PBL scheme
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